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Some Elementary Notes on Stem Analyses of
White Oak.

Burr N. Prentice.

In the fall of 1915 I had the opportunitj- to gather some facts concerning

the growth of White Oak (Quereus alba). The opportunity was in the

form of a small logging operation which took place in a woodlot of mature

White Oak belonging to Mr. George Justice, in Tippecanoe county, Indiana,

about seven miles north of Lafayette. The woodlot is located on rolling to

flat land only a short distance from the Wabash river. The soil is typical

of that region, being a sandy loam underlain with gravel. The cutting was

not a large one, only covering about thirty trees, but the majority of the

trees were old and fully mature, so that a good idea of the life history and

growth of White Oak on similar situations in Indiana could be ganied by

a study of their stems.

Complete stem analyses of the trees were taken. These included the

following measurements on each bole; the diameter at the stump, together

with the distance from the center to each tenth ring, counting from the out-

side in, and similar measurements at each of the other crosscuts on the

tree, thus getting the diameter of each section at any decade throughout

the life of the tree. The diameter at breast height, i.e., four and one-half feet

from the ground, was taken in each case. The following height measurements

were also included; height of stump, length of each section above the stump,

length of tip above the last section, and the length and Avidth of crown. Care-

ful record was kept of the number of rings in decades at each section since

by these are determined the various periods of growth.

From this data was worked out the mean annual volume groAvth of the

a\'erage tree of the stand for the entire period of its life. The method out-

lined by Mlodjianski, as modified by Graves, was followed. This requires

the construction of a height growth table showing the average time required

for the trees to grow from the ground to the various crosscuts. The accom-

])anying curve drawn from plotting height in feet against age in years shows

how such a table was o])tained. This height table is given as a part of table

three.
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The next step is the determination of the average stump height. By

a\eraging the heights of the stumps of the entire plot, this height was de-

termined as one and one-half feet.
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of trees measured. A similar curve was drawn for each of the other cross-

cuts above the stump. It has already been noted that the average stump

height was one and one-half feet. Therefore the curve for the top of the

first twelve-foot log represents the diameter growth at a point thirteen and

one-half feet above the ground. The same is, of course, true for the other

curves as well.

These curves were then all transferred to one sheet in such a manner

that the growth at the respective crosscuts was shown on the basis of total

age, i.e., eacli curve begins as many years to the riglit of the intersection

of the two axes as it took the tree to grow to the height of the crosscut in

question. These points are determined from the height growth table.

These curves represent the diameter growth at their respective distances

above the ground, on the basis of total age (age at the ground), and not

on the basis of the age at the respective crosscuts. We are able to get from

this series of curves, for any age, the average total height and the dimensions

of the trees inside the bark at various points along the bole.

A diameter breast height curve was also constructed in the following

manner. On tlie same sheet with the stump curve a second curve was di'awn,

letting the ordinate rejiresent diameter breast height values instead of diam-

eter inside the bark at the stump. Since there were l)ut a small number of

trees, all of uniformly large diameter, it was impossible, as yet, to continue

this curve into the earh^ age of the trees. But when the curves for the other

points on the bole were also transferred thus to a single sheet, the diameter

breast lieight height curve Avas prolc^nged by a process of interpolation lo the

vounger ages of the trees.



O/o/netef //JS/de rAe AcrA //t //7C/ies

Scries of curves based on age at the ground and diameters at various cross cuts,

showing time required for the tree to grow from the ground to any specified diameter
at various points up the bole. Based on the measurement of thirty White Oak trees.
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From this series of curves Table No. 1 was taken. The cubic contents

(Table 2) of the average tree at ten year periods throughout its life, was

computed according to the Schiffel formula, which is (.16B + .66b)h = V,

in which B represents the area of cross section at breast height, b represents

the area of cross section at mid-height, h represents the total height of the

tree, and V represents the volume.

TABLE I. -Diameters at various points along the bole for every decade throughout
the life of the tree ; white oak.

Height of

Section

Above Ground,
in Feet.

(Stump) li.

D.B.H. 4|.

13i.

21i.

35^
41^.

50..

Age in Years.

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130

Diameter inside the bark, in inches.

2.2
1.0

3.3
2.0
10

4.5
3.2
2.2
.9

5.8
4.3
3.4
2.0
.4

6.9
5.4
4.3
3.0
1.4

8.2

6.5
5.3
4.2
2.5
1.1

9.5
7.5
6.5
5.3
3 4

2.2

10.7

8.6
7.5
6.3
4.6
3.3

12.0
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TABLE II.—Total heiglit and *cubic volume of wiiite oak for each decade of

the life of the tree.

Age, Years.
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App lit Averas?e IMaxiinum

Stuinp. D. I. B. D. I. B.

20
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five. Our analyses show that the trees in the present studj' did not attain

a diameter breast height of six inches until they were seventy years of age.

If we allow approximately one-half of the seven hundred and twenty-four,

or three hundred and fifty, to remain at the age of seventy, and reduce

this number by a series of intermediate acceleration thinnings, to the final

forty at the age of one hundred and fifty, we get the following result:

Number


